
in the first year at Atlanta Medical center, Towne park moved average internal patient

Transport wait times from 40 minutes down to 17. Through a sustained commitment 

to 4Dx, Towne park ‘s ipT wait times at AMc are less than 15 minutes today. 

The average number of monthly transports has also increased by over 50%.

Towne park is so good at using franklincovey’s 4Dx system, the authors included us
in their Wall street Journal #1 Business Best seller, The 4 Disciplines of execution.

pages 96-99 of the book (shown below) illustrate how dedicated Towne park is 
to using 4Dx methods to control costs and improve patient satisfaction.

A Look Inside 4DX

Unified Patient Flow Solutions

Valet service | shuttle service | Greeter & info Desk service | internal patient Transport | concierge | Garage Management

How Towne Park is Delivering 
World-Class Patient-Centered Services

Discipline 4: cReATe A cADence of AccounTABiliTY 

improve it even more. While developing lead measures in 

Discipline, they realized that one thing they weren't measuring 

might actually be their point of highest leverage in pleasing the 

customer: how long it takes the customer to get his or her car back.

so, they chose reducing retrieval time as the most predictive 

lead measure for further improving customer satisfaction.

Although they had always known this was an important aspect of 

the business, they had never measured it because it isn't an easy

measure to get, even for a company that believes in measurement.

They knew that collecting retrieval-time data would require them 

to clock when the customer called for the car and when the valet 

arrived with the car. The elapsed time between the two points, the

retrieval time, would then need to be consistently captured for all

teams in all locations. 

You can imagine how difficult it would be to gather this data 

in the whirlwind of incoming and outgoing cars, so difficult that 

some leaders argued that it couldn't be done. however, because 

they were committed to their WIG of unparalleled customer 

satisfaction, and because they believed retrieval time was the 

most predictive and influenceable measure for achieving it, they 

committed to tracking it. like all great leadership teams, once the 

decision was made, they found a way. 

initially, they wondered if retrieval time was really  influenceable

because of all the external factors that impact it, such as the 

location of the parking area and the distance to the car. Despite 

these worries, they were able to reduce retrieval time dramatically.

how? The teams figured it out because they were highly 

engaged in the game. once the lead measure went up on the 

scoreboard, the valets began finding new ways to win. for example,

they started advising arriving guests to call before checking out so

that their car would be waiting for them." Whenever the guest 

called in advance, the valet knew the retrieval time would be zero. 

The valets also began to ask what day the guest planned on

checking out. if it was later in the week, they would park the car in

the back of the lot. As the day of departure drew closer, they would

move the car forward so that retrieval time would be reduced.
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The 4 Disciplines of execuTion

highest level of play? simply put, if the game doesn't really 

matter, why should your team care? This is why real accountability

inspires the team to engage at the highest level of play. 

cReATinG An innoVATiVe culTuRe 

some people don't like the fact that WiG sessions are so structured.

Actually, when done right, WiG sessions are also highly creative.

structure and creativity together produce engagement, as eminent

brain scientist Dr. edward hallowell has discovered. The most 

motivating situations, he says, are those that are “highly structured

and full of novelty and stimulation.” 22

The cadence of accountability can release the creativity of the

team. When you think of a team that has a culture of discipline and

execution, you don't expect to hear that they are also creative and 

innovative. however, we've regularly seen all of these characteristics

in teams that apply 4 D x well. 

The WIG session encourages experimentation with fresh ideas.

it engages everyone in problem-solving and promotes shared 

learning. it's a forum for innovative insights as to how to move the

lead measures, and because so much is at stake, it brings out the 

best thinking from every team member. 

Towne Park is a great example. The largest provider of valet 

parking services for high-end hotels and hospitals, Towne park has 

always been extremely well run. When Gaylord entertainment 

(one of Towne park's largest customers) had great success as an 

early adopter of the 4Dx, the leaders at Towne park became 

interested as well. Towne park was already measuring virtually 

every aspect of its business: Did attendants open the door for you

and your guests when you arrived? Did they use the proper hotel

greeting? Did they offer you a bottle of water? Their execs could 

tell you all this, as they were literally measuring everything they

thought mattered to their customers. 

still, they decided to apply 4Dx to the wildly important goal of 

the company, increasing customer satisfaction, to see if they could
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“[At Gundersen lutheran]... it’s satisfying to hand over complete 
responsibility to [Towne park] knowing that they will provide the 
best in customer service to our patients and family population.”

– Gale Kreibich, Gundersen Lutheran, La Crosse, WI

“At Mercy we pride ourselves on providing compassionate, quality patient care. 
Towne park’s services help us accomplish this mission.” 
– Rod McCool, Mercy Medical Center, Springfield, MA

A Look Inside 4DX
“I get asked all the time, ‘Who’s good at the Franklin Covey execution methodology? Who do you recommend, who do you hold up?’

…the first thing I always say is ‘Do you know Towne Park?’ They’re as good as anybody on the planet in terms of taking a strategy…

engaging people and making it work.” --chris Mcchesney, co-author, The 4 Disciplines of execution

At Weiss Memorial hospital in chicago, Towne park
increased Revenue per Available space (ReVpAs) 

by 35%, and increased annualized revenue by 31%.
payroll expenses also dropped by over 7%, 

while service quality remains high.

Discipline 4: cReATe A cADence of AccounTABiliTY 

That kind of engagement yields true commitment, the 

kind of commitment that led a Towne Park team to tear down 

a wall. And it's only that kind of commitment that produces 

extraordinary results.

in section 2, we'll give you precise guidance on how to achieve

that kind of commitment through the cadence of accountability. 

The poWeR of 4Dx 

now that we've examined each of the 4 Disciplines of execution, 

we hope you sense their power to transform your culture and your

business results. When we introduce leaders to 4Dx, they often 

believe they are already doing most of what we teach. After all, 

goals, measures, scoreboards, and meetings are familiar topics. 

But, once 4Dx is implemented, these same leaders report in their

teams a dramatic paradigm shift that produces predictable results,

often for the first time 

if you contrast 4Dx with the familiar practices of annual 

planning, you can see how different this paradigm is from the 

typical mind set about goals. 

The annual goal-setting process usually begins with the 

creation of a master plan for the year, focused on a large number 

of objectives. Then each objective is broken down into the many 

projects, milestones, tasks, and sub tasks that must be accomplished

over the coming months for the plan to succeed. The deeper the

planning process goes, the more complex the plan becomes. 

Despite this growing complexity, the leaders may feel symptoms

of what we call the "planning high." it's that hopeful feeling they get

as they say "This could really work" 
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These and a host of other innovations not only reduced the lead

measure of retrieval time, but immediately raised the lag measure 

of customer satisfaction. Towne parke was winning, but without 

the team's engagement in the game, these ideas might never have

surfaced, let alone been implemented. 

however, a Towne park team in Miami, florida, faced an obstacle

that seemed insurmountable: A four-foot-high concrete wall ran

down the middle of the parking garage, forcing the valets to drive 

around it to retrieve every car. 

After several months of trying to compensate for the wall, a 

literal breakthrough came during their WiG session. James Mcneil,

one of the assistant account managers, committed to his team that

the wall was coming out. he obtained clearance from the hotel's 

engineer who confirmed that the wall was not load-bearing, bor-

rowed a concrete saw, and recruited several other supervisors to

help. starting early the following saturday morning, they cut and

hauled out several tons of concrete; by the end of the day, the wall

was gone. 

If you're a leader, you should be fascinated by this story. if a

Towne park executive had ordered the team to do something as far

outside their normal responsibilities as removing a concrete wall,

what do you think the team's reaction would have been? At best, 

resistance, and at worst, mutiny, even from a good team. 

But because the lead measure had become a high-stakes game,

one the players didn't want to lose, the effect was the opposite. 

Taking out the wall was their idea; and their desire to win was so

strong, you couldn't have kept them from doing it. necessity really 

is the mother of invention. once they made retrieval time a high-

stakes game, the creativity and invention followed.

What's critical to understand is that this level of engagement 

seldom if ever comes from a command-and-control approach-that 

is, one that relies exclusively on the formal authority of the leader.

Authority alone at best yields only compliance from a team. 

By contrast, 4Dx produces results not from the exercise of 

authority but from the fundamental desire of each individual team

member to feel significant, to do work that matters, and ultimately, 

to win. 
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